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PRIZES

Brown & Bigelow Purchase Prize of Five Hundred Dollars for a painting in the exhibition to be purchased for The Art Institute, awarded to:

1922 W. Russell Flint, London. (English)   Wet Sands, Dramburgh.
1923 W. Emerton Heidend The Shanies, Tampa Bay.
1923 C. E. H. Horner Nude

Bernard A. Eckhart Purchase Prize of Two Hundred and Fifty Dollars for the best painting by an American artist, awarded to:

1922 Frank Stepp. (American) A reflection

Mr. and Mrs. Frank G. Logan Prize of One Hundred and Fifty Dollars, for purchase or award, as an incentive to American painters working in water color, exhibiting at The Art Institute, awarded to:

1923 Laura Knight Readers and bathers

Charles E. Kremer Purchase Prize of One Hundred Dollars for a meritorious water color awarded to:

1922 George Peare Ennis. (American) Home port.
1923 John E. Costigan Sheep at the gate

William H. Tuthill Purchase Prize of One Hundred Dollars for a meritorious work in pure water color, awarded to:

1922 Clifford Addams. (American) Cottages in Wales.
1923 George Elmer Browne Tétouan, Morocco
CATALOGUE

AMERICAN
YARNALL ABBOTT
1 A TAORMINA DOORWAY
2 THE STREET OF THE GIRAFFE
3 THE ANTIQUE SHOP, TAORMINA
4 IN PORT, PALERMO
5 THE BLUE VELVET

WAYMAN ADAMS
6 MISTY DAY, ADIRONDACKS
7 NEAR HURRICANE MOUNTAIN

CHARLES A. AIKEN
8 THE HARBOR

ENGENE Q. BAIRD
9 ALONG THE QUAY, PARIS

ELIZABETH GOWDY BAKER
10 IN BRITTANY
11 STREET IN TETUAN
12 MOSQUE IN TETUAN

P. IRVING BALLOU
13 GLOUCESTER, No. 1
14 GLOUCESTER, No. 2
15 GLOUCESTER, No. 3

ELINOR M. BARNARD
16 STILL-LIFE
17 THE DRUM

GIFFORD BEAL
18 LATE AFTERNOON
19 Hauling Nets
20 Fishermen with Nets
11 UNDER THE ELMS
22 SEA GULLS
25 NET WAGON
26 APPLE BLOSSOMS
29 OLD GARDEN
30 SUNSET
37 CIRCUS DAY

ARTHUR BEAUMONT
38 THE WATERFALL
29 STREAM IN THE ALLEGHENIES
30 MARSH LAND

DEE BEEBE
31 PORTLAND ROSES
32 OREGON ROSES

HILDA BELCHER
33 AN ENGLISH BOY
34 THE OLD BANNER

FRANK W. BENSON
35 BLUE BELL
36 SUNNY BROOK
37 THE LAST OF THE SNOW
38 THE CROW
39 GRAY SEA
40 OUR LOVE
41 THE LANDING
42 GASPE BOATS
45 BAGUENAULT MOUNTAIN
44 CHATEAU POOL
45 OLD PLANTATION HOUSE
46 BERKSHIRE BROOK
47 SPARROWS IN SNOW
48 TIBO NET
49 THE WILLOWS

SANDOR BERNATH
50 TREE FORMS
51 FLOWERS
32 STORM KING

CARROLL BILL
53 NEW ENGLAND GARDEN
MARIE E. BLANKE
54 THE DUNES, No. 1
55 THE DUNES, No. 2

DWIGHT BLANEY
56 THE FALLEN SPRUCE

CARL OSCAR BORG
57 NAVAJO
58 UNDER THE CLIFFS OF ACOMA
59 AT THE WATERING TROUGH
60 IN A DESERT CANYON
61 PREPARING FOR THE FIESTA

KATHARINE BREEN
62 STILL-LIFE

M. BRIGANTE
63 THE GARDEN
64 FRUIT AND FLOWERS

ROY BROWN
65 OLD HOUSES, LONG ISLAND, NEW YORK
66 PONT MARIE, PARIS

GEORGE ELMER BROWNE
67 A LAUNDRY IN TOLEDO
68 LUGARDO, SPAIN
69 THE GATE OF BLOOD, TOLEDO

ANITA WILLET BURNHAM
70 ROMAN FORUM
71 SPANISH KITCHEN

CAROLINE LOUISE BURNHAM
72 No. 1 CROIQUIS, PARIS
73 No. 2 CROIQUIS, PARIS

EGERT CADMUS
74 SKETCHING, MAINE
EDMUND S. CAMPBELL
73 BOBBED HAIR
76 VILLA D'ESTE

JOHN F. CARLSON
77 VILLAGE BYWAYS

MILDRED BAILEY CARPENTER
78 A MEDIEVAL QUEEN
79 MAID MARION
80 SPANISH GROUP

MARGARET CHAPLIN
81 THE ROAD TO DOUARNENEZ
82 CUTTING WHEAT IN POST AVEN
83 AUDIERNE, BRETAGNE

MARION MONKS CHASE
84 FOOT OF BEACON HILL, BOSTON

J. G. CHENOWETH
85 THE BRIDGE
86 THE APPLE TREE

ELIZABETH COLWELL
87 CATSKILL MOUNTAINS, No. 1

JOHN E. COSTIGAN
88 SHEEP GOING TO DRINK
89 EARLY SPRING
90 BOY WITH GOATS
91 MAN WITH SHEEP
92 STUDY OF BROOK

DOROTHY MCVEY COTHER
93 BY THE WINDOW

ALEXANDER COUARD
94 CASTLES IN THE DESERT
95 MESAS OF NEW MEXICO
96 CLOUDS ON SANGRE DE CRISTO MOUNTAINS
ARTHUR COVEY
97 THE MARKET, ST. VALENSY, FRANCE

WILLIAM H. CROSSMAN
98 BLUE HILLS
99 LAST GLOW
100 FLEETING CLOUDS
101 RAIN CLOUDS
102 CLOUDS
103 STORM CLOUDS
104 REFLECTIONS
105 CALM
106 WIND-SWEPT CLOUDS
107 CLEARING

ALICE MUMFORD CULIN
108 MORNING MIST

STARK DAVIS
109 SNOWY HERONS

DEXTER B. DAWES
110 DOWN THE HILL, PIERNON
111 STREET, PIERNON

GRACE RHoades DEAN
112 A WEEPY HEDGEROW

M. G. DEBONNET
113 THE BARN
114 ACROSS THE ROAD
115 WOODSTOCK HILLS

FRANCES W. DELEHANTY
116 LOUIE PERKINS
117 ILKA CHASE
118 MARIE APPLETON

FREDERICK K. DETWILLER
119 OTTER CLIFF, LAFAYETTE NATIONAL PARK
120 BALD PORCUPINE, LAFAYETTE NATIONAL PARK
GRACE G. DRAYTON
121 THE HERMIT THRUSH
122 "WON'T YOU COME OVER?"
123 THE DECOY
124 THE FAMILY OUTING
125 THE PICNIC
126 WHEN KNIGHTS WERE BOLD
127 THE FAIRY QUEEN
128 THE GIRL WITH THE MUFF
129 THE DUCHESS
130 THE BLUE BOY

JOSEPH DUSHINSKY
131 A FISHING PLACE

GEORGE WILLIAM EGGERS
132 MOVEMENT No. 2
133 EXALTATION
134 DANCER
135 STORMBENT
136 RELIC
137 SWING
138 RECUMBENT
139 EMERGENCE
140 VERA
141 PENINSULE
142 TURBO
143 SKEW

ELIZABETH SHIPPEN GREEN ELLIOTT
Group of illustrations to Lamb's Tales from Shakespeare
144 MIDSUMMER NIGHTS DREAM
145 ROMEO AND JULIET
146 MERCHANT OF VENICE
147 MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING
148 TAMING OF THE SHREW
149 THE TEMPEST
150 TWELFTH NIGHT
151 AS YOU LIKE IT
152 MACBETH
153 FRONTISPICE
154 COVER DESIGN

EDITH EMERSON
155 GIBRALTAR
156 THE BRIDGE OF RONDA
157 THE HARBOR, TANGIER
GEORGE PEARSE ENNIS
158 CUCKOLD'S COVE, NEWFOUNDLAND
159 COD FISHERMEN COMING IN
160 HERMITAGE BAY
161 VILLAGERS AT WORK
162 WORKING ON THE FLAKER
163 LITTLE VILLAGE OF NEWFOUNDLAND
164 A STREET IN ST. JOHN'S
165 ROCKY SIGNAL HILL, NEWFOUNDLAND
166 NEWFOUNDLANDERS RUNNING THEIR SAILS
167 QUOBY BAY
168 QUIET HILL GAP
169 NEWFOUNDLANDER FISHERMEN
170 A WINDY DAY
171 PULLING IN COD NETS
172 CONCEPTION BAY
173 CLIFFS, NEWFOUNDLAND

FLORENCE ESTE
174 GROUP OF TEN WATER COLORS

RALPH FANNING
174 THE NORTH MARKET

CHARLEY FARLEY
175 THE OLD LADY

WALTER FARNDON
176 THE BAY
177 DOUGLAS HOMESTEAD, 1780
178 WINTER
179 OLD HOUSES, ROBYN

JOHN M. FOSTER
180 WIER BOAT

KATE MANN FRANKLIN
181 AN ARAB GATE-WAY
182 A GREEK GALLEY
183 THE WHITE ELEPHANT
184 A TOMB OF EGYPT

ANNA FROST
185 PIGEON HILL, ROCKPORT
HOWARD GILES

106 STEALTH
102 SLEEPING CAT
108 OUTER REEF
109 WOOD INTERIOR, No. 1
109 WOOD INTERIOR, No. 2
111 WOOD INTERIOR, No. 3
112 WOOD INTERIOR, No. 4
123 SEA FOG
134 CLEARING
133 AFTERGLOW
136 JACOB'S LADDER
137 NORTH COUNTRY
198 CAESAR
199 SHOWER
206 MORNING LIGHT
201 WINGS
203 YOUNG GIRL
203 ROAD TO DAMASCUS
204 ALPHA
205 MATERNITY
206 HAMLET
207 ADOLESCENCE
208 EURASIAN

BOYER GONZALES

209 THE HUNTER
210 THE LOSTERMAN
211 TAKING IN SAIL
212 THE BEACON
213 NUTTING TIME

W. GRANVILLE-SMITH

214 OLD MILL
215 EDGE OF THE WOOD
216 OCTOBER
217 THROUGH THE TREES
218 EARLY AUTUMN

MAURICE GREENBERG

219 THE DANCERS
220 ART STUDENTS

EDWARD T. GRIGWARE

221 AT THE END OF OUR LANE
222 A DAY IN JUNE
223 WINTER EVENING
EMILY GROOM
224 DOORWAY ON CHURCH STREET
225 THE FRONT STEPS

PAUL M. GUSTIN
236 SNOQUAMIE FOREST
237 DECEPTION PASS
238 CLOUD CAP, MOUNT RAINIER
239 RAINBOW, FRASER POINT, B. C.

THOMAS HALL
230 MORNING

GEORGE HALLOWELL
231 SNOW DRAPERY
232 ITALIAN FIESTA, NIGHT
233 MONTENEGRO
234 CHRISTMAS SNOW
235 SALONA, DALMATIA
236 FILLMOUTH MOUNTAIN
237 THE WOODS LEPER
238 VIOLET MORNING
239 ITALIAN FIESTA, DAY
240 TWIN RIVERS HOVEL

W. EMERTON HEITLAND
241 WATER'S EDGE, BEAR RIVER
242 THE ROAD FROM CHESTER
243 A CARGO FROM THE ORIENT
244 BUSY MONDAY
245 FLORIDA PALMS
246 THE QUIET CITY
247 VENETIAN BROOKLYN
248 THE HARBOR, FLOATING ICE
249 THE HARBOR, ICE AND STEAM
250 THE SILVER RIVER
251 PARRISBOBO HARBOR
252 ROCKY SHORE, YARMOUTH
253 TAMPA BAY
254 HOTEL MAGNOLIA, FLORIDA
255 WEYMOUTH, NOVA SCOTIA
256 BRIDGETOWN, NOVA SCOTIA
257 THE AMETHYST Diggers
258 LITTLE RIVER, NOVA SCOTIA
259 PALMAS, PUERTO PLATA
260 ALONG THE BEACH, PUERTO PLATA
261 NATIVE BOATS, TURKS' ISLAND
262 THE JUNGLE, SANTO DOMINGO
263 THE ARCHWAY, SANTO DOMINGO
264 THE BALCONY, SANTO DOMINGO
265 THE ROAD TO BONAO
266 ROOF-TOPS, PUERTO PLATA
267 DOMINICAN DOORWAYS
268 CEMETERY, PUERTO PLATA
269 CATHEDRAL, SANTO DOMINGO
270 THE BACK-YARD, SANTO DOMINGO

MAX HERMANN
271 IN THE WOODS
272 SHEEP
273 CATTLE
274 EDGE OF THE WOODS

H. L. HILDEBRANDT
275 BY THE BROOK

J. LARS HOFTRUP
276 THE GLEN
277 JUNE
278 TASHPOLE RUN
279 HOMeward

EDWARD HOPPER
280 DECK OF A BEAM TRAWLER
282 HOUSES OF SQUAM LIGHT
283 BEAM TRAWLER SEAL
284 ITALIAN QUARTER, GLOUCESTER

FELICIE WALDO HOWELL
285 THE HORTENSE

LUCY W. HURRY
286 A DECORATIVE DRAWING
287 A DECORATIVE DRAWING

BESS DEVINE JEWELL
288 THE RIVER IN FEBRUARY
ANDERS D. JOHANSEN
289 CHINESE GODDESS

FRANK TENNEY JOHNSON
290 HITTING THE TRAIL

OSCAR JULIUS
291 FISHING STATION, NEWFOUNDLAND
292 QUIEN VIDI INLET, NEWFOUNDLAND
293 QUIEN VIDI VILLAGE, NEWFOUNDLAND
294 CUCKOOLY'S COVE, NEWFOUNDLAND
295 THE NARROWS, NEWFOUNDLAND
296 NEWFOUNDLAND COAST

WILLIAM KAT
297 THE WILLOW ROAD, HOLLAND
298 OLD BRIDGE AT WATERLOO

THOMAS M. KEMPFF
299 FRENCH FARMYARD

W. LANGDON KIHN
300 RUTH ST. DENIS AS O-MIKA, A JAPANESE GIRL
301 TED SHOWN AS NOCHITL, AN AZTEC CHIEFTAIN

CHARLES P. KILLGORE
302 THE PATIO

RAY KINSMAN-WATERS
303 HOT SUMMER NIGHT
304 THE HUDSON GUYROY
305 STREET AT CHAGUE

ALMA KNAUBER
306 CORNISH COTTAGE
307 GALLANTRY BOWER, CLOVELLY

NELLIE A. KNOFF
308 JUNE BOUQUET
JOHN R. KOOPMAN
309 THE MARSH
310 INCOMING FOG
311 LITTLE WHITE HEAD
312 THE WOODEN BALL
313 MATANUSKA HARBOR
314 MOUNTAIN COUNTRY

RICHARD F. LAHEY
315 WAYSIDE CHAPEL
316 PENSENBERG CARBONI
317 ITALIAN VILLAGE

F. M. LAMB
318 WHEN EARTH AND SKY MEET

ANNA LAUFER
319 NARCISSUS

MARYBELLE LEAKE
320 THE BLACKSMITH
321 STEEPLES

GEORGIA LEACRAFT
322 SUMMER CLOUDS
323 AFTER RAIN
324 SHOWERY DAY

HENRY JAY LEE
325 SUNDAY AFTERNOON

LOIS LENSKI
326 ROMANCE
327 THE MARKET
328 THE BEACH

ALICE G. LOCKE
329 BOATS AT PIGEON COVE

CHARLES LOCKE
330 THE OHIO RIVER
331 AT DINNER
332 THE BOX PARTY
MARY NICHOLENA MacCord
333 THE WALKS, GROOMBRIDGE

DODGE MACKNIGHT
334 THE PORADA YARD, ORIHUELA, SPAIN
335 SUNNY MORNING IN THE WHEAT FIELD, NORTH FRANCE

IRVING MANIOR
336 DESIGN FOR SCREEN

HERBERT MEYER
337 THE LAND

DUDLEY MYGATT
338 FISHING BOAT, YOKOHAMA
339 BEACH, CALIFORNIA
340 FUJI
341 SUMMIT OF FUJI
342 BALLOON MAN
343 PALM TREE, SANTA BARBARA
344 SEA GULLS FLYING

TONY NELL
345 CONGREGATION

G. GLENN NEWELL
346 STARTING FOR HOME
347 A SUNNY PASTURE
348 PETERBE

HOBART NICHOLS
349 INNER HARBOR, GLOUCESTER
350 BACKWATER, ROCKPORT
351 STONE BRIDGE, WILTON

JOSEPHINE NIVISON
352 HILL AT WOODSTOCK
353 MARGARET BROWN
354 JANE AND JOHN

THORNTON OAKLEY
355 BROTO IN ARAGON
356 THE VIGNEMALE
J. OLAF OLSON
317 DRYING SAIL
318 THE CORN CRIB

ADOLF ANDERSEN OPSTAD
319 THE OLD CITY OF MEUDON

JOSEPH PENNELL
360 ROAD BY THE ALBAN LAKE
361 ST. MARK'S, FLAGS FLYING
362 GRAY DAY, ST. PAULS
363 DOWN THE BAY
364 SUN RAYS
365 STATUE OF LIBERTY
366 SELINA CRUZ, MEXICO
367 FETE DAY ON THE RIVA
368 THE SALUTE
369 THE BRIDGE OF SIGIS
370 CAMPIELLO DELLE ANCORE
371 CARCASSONNE
372 VIA GARIBALDI
373 ENTRANCE TO THE VATICAN
374 FRUIT BOAT
375 WINTER SUNSET
376 FAIRY LAND
377 AUTUMN EVENING, SOUND BOAT GOING OUT
378 DARK BLUE WATER
379 PURPLE AFTERNOON, LONDON

RAYMOND PERRY
380 VULCAN AT TWILIGHT, JOHNSTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA
381 FURNACES AT CAMBRIA WORKS, JOHNSTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA

FREDERIC VICTOR POOLE
382 PORTRAIT OF J. L. P.
383 THE POPLARS
384 MORNING SUNLIGHT

ALFRED EASTON POOR
385 THE FRUIT-STAND
386 SUNLIGHT AND SHADOW

ARTHUR J. E. POWELL
397 SPRING LANDSCAPE
CHARLES REIFFEL
388 LANDSCAPE, WILTON, CONNECTICUT, No. 1
389 LANDSCAPE, WILTON, CONNECTICUT, No. 2

CHARLES H. RICHERT
390 CLOUD SHADOWS
391 SNOW SHADOWS

FRANK H. RILEY
392 STUDY OF HEAD
393 A FIELD OF FLANDERS

GARADA CLARK RILEY
394 NEAR BRUGES
395 OLD CART, ROCHFORT, BELGIUM
396 OLD HOODOE, VENICE

CHAUNCEY F. RYDER
397 LAKE OF THE CLOUDS
398 MOUNT MANFIELD
399 A SHOULDER OF THE MOUNTAIN

GEORGE SAMUELS
400 VOLCANIC ROCK, NEVADA

JOHN SINGER SARGENT
These water colors will be on view in Gallery 47

401 PALM
402 SANDY PATHS, VICAYA
403 BOATS AT ANCHOR
404 DISECTIONS
405 THE POOL
406 MUDY ALGATOR
407 THE BASIN, VICAYA
408 THE DOGGA, VICAYA
409 THE BATHERS
410 THE TERRACE, VICAYA
411 THE PATIO, VICAYA
412 THE BEAT
413 SOBEC
414 GOVERN.
415 JULIEKA
416 GALILEE
417 BEDOUINS
418 GOAT HERDS
419 BLACK TENT
420 BEDOUIN MOTHER
HILLS OF GALILEE
FROM THE GONDOLA
BOATS DRAWN UP
IN SWITZERLAND
A FALLACIO
SPANISH SOLDIERS
IN A MEDICI VILLA
SANTA MARIA DELLA SALUTE
THE BRIDGE OF SIGIS
MOUNTAIN FIRES
THE TRAMP
AL' AVE MARIA
THE PIAZZETTA

CHARLES SARKA
AN AQUARELLIST
PORTO RICAN EVENING
MIRAMAR

ALICE SCHILLE
THE RICH MAN PASSES
TANGERS
THE CROWD
THE MOSQUE

H. E. SCHNAKENBERG
PONT DU GARD, FRANCE
YELLOW HOUSE, AIX EN PROVENCE
MONT STE. VICTOIRE

WILLIAM S. SCHWARTZ
HEAD OF A LAUGHING OLD MAN
H. SEWELL

E. MADELINE SHIFF
MORNING WALK
MEG

FREDERICK R. SISSON
TWILIGHT
SHADOW PATTERNS

JEAN PAUL SLUSser
A CONNECTICUT FARM
PIAZZA DELLA ROTONDA, ROME
W. E. SPADER
451 BETWEEN THE LINES

ELISABETH SPALDING
452 CEDAR TREE AND RED ROCKS, MANITOU
453 THE MOON AT SIX IN THE MORNING

MARIAN L. SPRUNCK
454 AUTUMN LANDSCAPE
455 FISHING BOATS

WILLIAM STARKWEATHER
456 MAYTIME
457 THE WHITE BOAT
458 AQUARELLELIST
459 MORNING CROQUET

H. VANCE SWOPE
460 CLUNY GARDEN, PARIS

ANNIE G. SYKES
461 PEONIES

JACK TAYLOR
462 BOATS AND BRIDGE

SAMUEL E. THOMAS
463 MON VILLAGE

E. J. F. TIMMONS
464 THE FLYING AGE

M. TOPCHEVSKY
465 THE GRAIN ELEVATOR
466 ODDS AND ENDS

GEORGE DEWEY TRIMMER
467 AFTER A SHOWER

HERBERT B. TSCHUDY
468 OVER THE PASS
469 AFTERNOON, NEW MEXICO

FAY TURPIN
470 ADA
E. N. VANDERPOEL

SYBIL WALKER

EDWARD VANCE WARBEN

DUDLEY CRAFTS WATSON

WILLIAM C. WATTS

CARL N. WERNERT

CARL N. WERNERT

RUDOLF WETTERAU

ISABEL L. WHITNEY

JOHN WHORF

JOHN G. WILKINS
EDWARD K. WILLIAMS
456 WHEN SPRING COMES ROUND

FLORENCE WHITE WILLIAMS
497 FOG, MAINE COAST

J. SCOTT WILLIAMS
498 A POOL IN SHERMAN GLEN
499 EARLY MORNING
500 IN DECEMBER
501 WATER SPRITES
502 BUZZARD ROCK

CALEB WINCHELTZ
503 BARN
504 TREE FORMS
505 NEW YORK
506 A MOUNTAIN VILLAGE

LOUIS VOLCHONOK
517 LOOKING TOWARD ROCKPORT

JOHN KELLOGG WOODRUFF
508 LOWER AUSABLE LAKE
509 FALLS IN THE CANYON, PLATA CLOVE
510 STORM KING CLOVE
511 PLAISTERKILL MOUNTAIN, APRIL MORNING
512 STORM KING ROAD, ICE-CLAD
513 ACROSS PLAISTERKILL CLOVE, JUNE
514 ACROSS DOODLETOWN, VALLEY
515 BREAKER MOUNTAIN
CANADIAN

EVA BROOK DONLY
516 STREET, GUANAJUATO, MEXICO

ANDRE LAFINE

517 NOON HOUR

MALCOLM P. MACDONALD

518 THE OPEN SEA

WALTER J. PHILLIPS

519 THE RIVER

ENGLISH

MAXWELL ARMFIELD

520 GOING TO MARKET
521 WIND OF THE SOUTH

A. DOROTHY COHEN

522 LONELINESS
523 RACING THE RAIN

C. R. MACKINTOSH

524 YELLOW TULIPS

ROBERT J. ENRAGHT MOONY

525 THE BLACK SALTY BUSH
526 AUTUMN FANTASY
527 THE COWSLIP BALL

LEONARD RICHMOND

528 SAND DUNES, ETAPLES, PAS-DE-CALAIS, FRANCE
529 LANDSCAPE NEAR ETAPLES, PAS-DE-CALAIS, FRANCE

JOSEPH SOUTHALL

530 ALONG THE SHORE
531 MUSIC
FRENCH
BERNARD BOUTET DE MONVEL

532 LES PREMIERS SOUFCONS

J. BRISSAUD

533 L'ENTRAINEMENT A CHANTILLY

534 E. FLECHE

P. BRISSAUD

535 LE PERGNOIR

536 MATAMORE

GEORGES LEPAPE

537 L'AUTO

CHARLES MARTIN

538 YACHTING

A. E. MARTY

539 L'HAMAC

540 SUR LE PONT DES ARTS

541 CLOISONNE

GERMAN
CLAUSS BERGEN

542 STORMY DAY

FRITZ BERGEN

543 PART OF OLD MUNCHEN

OTTO DILL

544 THE LION HUNT

545 LION EATING

WALTER DITZ

546 BRIDGE IN VERONA

547 MORNING IN THE PARK AT VILLA BORGHESI

FRANZ EICHHORST

548 SHOEMAKER'S SHOP
RAOUL FRANK
549 ON THE DUTCH SHORE
550 SAILING

HANS HERRMANN
551 MEUSE RIVER NEAR DORDRECHT, HOLLAND
552 OLD FISH-MARKET IN AMSTERDAM

ADALBERT HOLZER
553 LOOKING TOWARDS GRAMAS-SADDLE MOUNTAIN

RUDOLF KOESELITZ
554 HARVEST TIME

HUGO KREYSIG
555 SUNNY AUTUMN DAY IN OBERSTDORF, ALLGÄU

CARL LANGHAMMER
556 OLD GATE AT GARD'S, ITALY
557 PASSAU, ON THE DANUBE

OTTO MILLER-DIFLO
558 AUTUMN AT MOOS

KARL HERMANN MULLER-SAMERBERG
559 FROM A SMALL GERMAN CITY

ADOLF MUNZER
560 AIR
561 WATER

HANS NEUMANN, JR.
562 FROM CHIEM COUNTY, UPPER BAVARIA

FERDINAND NOCHER
563 WHITE PRIMROSES

ERNST OPPLER
564 BEHIND THE CURTAIN AT THE RUSSIAN BALLET
565 HEAD OF PAYLOWA
FRAU PETRASCHEK-LANGÉ

566 ROSÉS AT THE WINDOW

PAUL PLÖNTKE

567 MOTHER AND CHILD, NO. 1
568 MOTHER AND CHILD, NO. 2

MAX SCHLICHTING

569 ON THE FALCONEBURG
570 THE CHAPEL

FRANZ VON STUCK

571 MARY

E. R. WELLS

572 FLOWERS
573 GARDEN

HUNGARIAN

REVESZ-FERRYMAN

574 LEOPARDS
575 FIGHTING BOOSTERS

JAPANESE

T. AOKI

576 FLOWERING CACTUS

NORWEGIAN

BERTHA GLADYS SKOU

577 BUTTERFLIES

SIGURD SKOU

578 MOUNTAIN RIVER
579 CATHEDRALS
580. IN PEDER’S COUNTRY
581. THE ICE LAKE
582. MOUNTAIN LAKE
583. LONE LYNES

SCOTCH

ROBERT BURNS
584. SNOW AT HUMBLE MILL
FRANCIS H. NEWBEERY
585. PARADISE

E. A. TAYLOR
586. A GALLOWAY LANDSCAPE

CECILE WALTON
Illustrations of Polish Fairy Tales:
587. DRAGON WHO KEPT WATCH
588. THE LITTLE HOUSE TURNS
590. BRIDE CARRIED OFF BY WHEWILWIND
590. MOUSE SAVES GOOD LITTLE GIRL
591. GOOD LITTLE GIRL SENT AWAY
592. CHILDREN TRANSFORMED
593. THIS IS THE REWARD OF A GOOD LITTLE GIRL
594. THE PRINCE STEALS THE WINGS
595. FIGHT FOR THE MAGIC BOOTS

SWEDISH

OSKAR BERGMAN
596. THE RAY
597. FROST ON THE BIRCHES
598. SUN ON THE SNOW
599. MOONLIGHT ON THE SNOW
600. THE FIRST SNOW
601. THE BIRD AT SANDHAVEN
602. GRAY WEATHER

EWALD DAHLSKOG
603. THE WATER-MILL
604. PORT OF PALERMO
ANNA GARDELL-ERICSSON
603 THE LAKE
604 SUMMER
607 SWEDISH LANDSCAPE AT SUNSET

GUSTAVE MAGNUSSON
608 VIA DELLE SIENNE
609 THE DONKEY

HELMER MASOLLE
610 OLD PEASANT
611 DALECARLIAN BRIDESMAID
612 PROFILE
613 DALECARLIAN GIRL WITH LUTE
614 BRITTA

HELMER OSSLUND
615 TOLEDO IN SPRINGTIME

EDWIN OLLERS
616 WINTER IN SAN GIMIGNANO
617 THE MILL, TOSCANA, ITALY
618 SAN GIMIGNANO

BIRGER SANDZEN
619 TIMBERLINE PINES
620 LAKE IN THE MOUNTAINS
621 LAKE WELLINGTON
622 ROCKS AND TREES NEAR MANITOUL
623 SUMMER
624 MOUNTAIN CEDAR
625 EARLY FALL
626 THE PORTAL
627 THREE CEDARS
628 ASPENS
629 ASPENS
630 OLD HOMESTEAD
631 SNOW IN THE MOUNTAINS

ANHELM SCHULTZBERG
632 SWEDISH LANDSCAPE
633 WINTER EVENING IN THE FOREST
634 THE HARBOR, STOCKHOLM
GOING TO MARKET
MAXWELL ARMFIELD
OLD HOUSES, LONG ISLAND, N. Y.
ROY BROWN
PREPARING FOR THE FIESTA
CARL OSCAR BORG
“THE MOUSE SAVES THE GOOD LITTLE GIRL”
Cecile Walton